Cylinder holder
Pack contents and wall mounting instructions.
1. Choose suitable screws for the wall surface that the cylinder
holder is to be mounted.

FULL and EMPTY labels are
provided. These peel off and fit
on the shaped area of the lid.

2. Ensure the wall surface that the holder is to be mounted
is clean and flat:
33 if existing surface is not suitable, consider mounting
onto a stable mounting board.
3. Do not place in outdoor and high moisture environments.
4. Ensure that the back plate covering the springs is in place
before securing the holder to the wall.
5. Screws should be no larger than 6mm in diameter:
33 choose screws with pan heads no larger than 12mm
diameter;
33 use the included template for accurate screw positions.
6. Please follow manufacturer’s instructions when determining
appropriate screw depth.
7. Allow 22mm max for mould depth when choosing screw length.
8. A total of four screws are required.
9. Mount a minimum of 200mm from the floor.
10. Successive units should be mounted no closer than
185mm spacing from the bracket centre line.
11. The strap has been supplied to provide additional cylinder
security if required.
33 shoulder screws, for use with the strap, have ‘Patlok’
coating on the threads to allow semi-permanent fixing;
33 if the strap is not to be used, the enclosed paddle plugs
can be pushed into the paddle inserts.

To find out more or place your order today please call

1300 363 109 or visit www.boc.com.au
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